CEO CHAMPIONS MEMBERS
TAKING THE LEAD FOR
INCLUSION!

Knowledge Partner

About the CEO Champions Initiative
Launched in 2010, CEO Champions is an iconic initiative of the
Women’s Forum for the Economy & Society designed to drive progress
and accountability for women’s advancement in the private and public
sectors. This peer- to- peer network presents an opportunity for CEOs to
underscore their organisation’s commitment to women’s advancement
as well as taking a strong leadership role for diversity in the global
economy and society. CEO Champions members worldwide from
France to Brazil, Myanmar, Mexico, the U.A.E, Canada and Singapore
are active, highly committed participants who track and drive
measurable progress for women’s advancement through taking part in
mutual commitments and pushing for accountability. Now in its ninth
year, the CEO Champions Initiative is a pioneering international platform
that advocates for the inclusion of both men and women at leadership
level in the private and public sector. The Women’s Forum is committed
to working closely with its Strategic Members to optimize this platform
and network for lasting impact.

Ab ut the Women’s Forum for the Economy & Society
Established in 2005, the Women's Forum for the Economy and Society
is the world's leading international platform that highlights women's
vision and voice on the major economic and societal issues of our time.
By deploying the experience and expertise of women from all
generations and continents, the Women's Forum allows for practical
discussions to project themselves into possible futures, provide
answers, create new horizons and opportunities; it also offers open, rich
and forward-thinking debates on important issues. In addition to the
Women's Forum Global Meeting in France, the Women's Forum
organized events in Brazil, Burma, Italy, Belgium, Dubai, Mexico,
Canada, Japan and Singapore. The Women's Forum also promotes the
advancement of women through business and collaborative networks.
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TAKING THE LEAD FOR INCLUSION

“DIVERSITY IS NOT JUST A RIGHT THING TO DO
IT IS A BUSINESS IMPERATIVE”
It is the solution in the age of disruption
It is influencing investment criteria and market expectation

In the framework of the first Women’s Forum Asia, more than 40 committed
CEOs from companies across Asia and beyond, met to engage and improve
women’s leadership in the future of work ahead of the Singapore Summit on 21
September 2019 in Singapore.
Together with McKinsey & Company, the CEOs reviewed the impact of key
measures to accelerate gender equality in the Asia Pacific region, knowing that
$4.5 trillion could be added to the collective GDP of Asia Pacific by 2025 by
closing the gender gap. The meeting aimed to develop the future of diversity by
engaging corporate leadership to examine how businesses can lead by
example.

6 recommendations for the Singapore Summit
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish the balance between mandatory targets and chosen targets
according to local context
Measure regularly the progress and hold accountability with full
transparency
Lead by example by companies with best practices which will shift the
mindset, influence the market, attract and retain the talents and investors
Ensure the top leadership is fully convinced of the business case for
diversity; and the voice from the bottom can be fully heard
Create a flexible and favourable environment, including not breaking the
pipeline of talent
Leverage innovation and technology to provide equal opportunities for
women and men, to unlock the full potential of the workforce.
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